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**Introduction.** The Steppe of East Ukraine is a specific drought region which has strong wind and high summer temperature. Last ten years rainfall is declining. That is why agricultural companies change management, timing and use moisture saving technology. They are facing new obstacles such as absent rainfall in September (ten years ago normal was 28-35 mm of rainfall during September), 0% moisture in one-meter soil.

Seeding terms for winter wheat, considering the characteristics of the region:

– Early sowing 25.08-05.09 is used on areas that were cultivated but not sown in a calendar year, there is no predecessor, due to which moisture can be retained on them.
– Traditional sowing 05.09-20.09
– Late 20.09-25.09

Sowing times are adjusted depending on weather conditions and weather forecasts (precipitation and average daily temperature), [1, p. 63–74] as well as agronomic and economic conditions [2]. Taking this into account, the sowing dates have traditionally shifted within September. During the study, it was proposed to postpone the sowing date to October [3, p. 10, 26–29]. This was due to the fact that at the site of the experiment there is a moisture deficit in the post during the traditional sowing period and a sufficient period of average daily temperatures for the autumn vegetation of later sowing. Due to this circumstance was accepted a decision to conduct in-field research about deferment seeding nearest to forecast rainfall. Considering that seeding time shifted later than late seeding time in region research was conducted in the first year at an area of one hectare, second year at 300 hectares and third at 450 hectares.

**Materials and methods.** Four varieties of winter wheat were used, with different growing periods on plots. Plots with different sowing dates were placed on one field, each plot was randomly placed and repeated six times.

The following measurements were made: date of emergence, visual assessment of seedlings, number of emerged plants per 1m2 and 10 meters in a row, height of wheat, number of ears, number of grains per ear, total yield per hectare [4, p. 28; 5, p. 194].

All treatments in all areas were identical from soil preparation to pest management and top dressing.

The seeds were treated with a fungicide-insecticidal mixture with the addition of microelements just before sowing (day to day). Sowed with a grain seeder with a row spacing of 15 cm to a depth of 3-4 cm, with complex mineral fertilizer.

**Results.** The weather conditions and soil moisture were negative for winter wheat emerging. In the 2017 year, 120 days of drought preceded seeding. In the 2018 year, 97 days of drought (before this time were rainfall approximately 2-3 mm). In the 2019 year, 95 days of drought (before this time there was rainfall approximately 2-3 mm).

First year difference between emergent dates was visually observed. Early emergent plants were lighter color, leaves from 0.75 mm to 1.2 mm narrower, ends of roots were a slightly dried, up to harvest plants were higher up to 10 cm.

Next to years plants emerge at the same time. That is why any difference in emergent plants were not observed. During fall vegetation plants of winter wheat which were sown early were damaged by insects, temperature was lower than recommended for applying insecticide. Better it was observed in early spring.
The studies carried out show that the autumn drought and lack of moisture in general negatively affect the development of plants, which negatively affects the overall crop yield. Seedlings received at the same time. According to data from Ukrhydrometcenter the last three years region has had 0-10% from the norm of rainfall during September, 30-50% during October and during winter period 2019/2020 were half of rainfall norm. Also, a company, which gives a place for study, has its own instruments and devices to collect and count precipitation, soil moisture, and other necessary data.

The results are shown in the table 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of study</th>
<th>Seeding date</th>
<th>Date of emergent plant</th>
<th>Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>15.09-20.09</td>
<td>15.10-20.10</td>
<td>3,2-3,4 t/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>30.10-31.10</td>
<td>3,5-3,7 t/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>10.09-20.09</td>
<td>15.10-22.10</td>
<td>2,2-2,5 t/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01.10-10.10</td>
<td>20.10-22.10</td>
<td>4,6-4,7 t/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>07.09-17.09</td>
<td>09.10-11.10</td>
<td>3,5-3,7 t/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01.10-05.10</td>
<td>09.10-11.10</td>
<td>5,5-5,7 t/ha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Side effects have a positive impact on insecticide treatment. Due to the long period between seed treatment, protection time and plant emergence later sowing has the advantages. The temperature after plant emergence normally is too low for applying insecticides in fall season. That is why high-quality seed treatment is necessary and impacts the total stand of crops.

The plant injury mostly by Chloropidae are higher compared later sowing are:
– 2017 year – 10-12%;
– 2018 year – 29-30%;
– 2019 year – 25-29%.

As shown above fall injury has a straight impact to yield.

Next one advantage in preventing growing in insufficient moisture [6, p. 47]. The study shows that 10% moisture in soil is enough to start growing but not enough for root development and plant growth, that is all visually observed. In 2018-year damaged areas are placed as uneven spots within fields. The total amount of damaged areas were up to 17% (first emerged plant).

**Discussion and conclusion.** The specific field research is impossible to have the same result compared to different years due to a number of obstacles, such as whether, year-round precipitation, temperature, soil conditions and many others.
To conclude all from above, the shifting seeding time to later has few advantages such as:
– rise yield;
– better insect protection;
– prevent plant losses and damages due to lack of moisture.

Deferment of the seeding campaign for winter wheat up to 10 days compared to traditional seeding time has a positive effect on increased yield in Steppe of East Ukraine. Shifting seeding time to forecast rains in fall drought has a side effect. It is better insecticide control due to shorter time between treating seeds and emergent plants.
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